Kinetic analysis of topographical parameters and interference pattern of tear lipid layer in normal subjects.
To investigate the post-blink changes of the topographical regularity indices, the corneal wavefront aberrations and the tear lipid layer's interference pattern, and analyze the relationship between these parameters' changes. Sequential topographical measurements were recorded on 23 normal participants. The surface regularity index (SRI), surface asymmetry index (SAI), corneal total higher order aberrations (HOA) root mean square (RMS), Coma RMS and Spherical RMS were calculated from the topographical measurement. The incidence of the type 1 (with an initial decrease after blink) alteration trend, and the times to the initial minimum were determined in every parameter. The movement of the tear lipid layer's interference pattern was recorded, and the spreading time of the lipid layer was measured subjectively by three independent observers. The incidence of the type 1 SRI trend (82%) was the most common among those measured. The average time to the type 1 SRI trends' minimum was 4.05 ± 1.46 s. There was no correlation between the time to the minimum of type 1 trends of the topographical indices, the HOA, Coma and Spherical RMS. The mean lipid layer spreading time was 5.09 ± 1.90 s. We found weak but significant correlation between the times to the minimum of type 1 SRI trends and the lipid spreading time (r = 0.540, p = 0.021).The minimum of the SRI index occurred before the stoppage of superficial lipid layer's motion. Relatively long lipid layer spreading time was observed suggesting that the tear film build-up process did not finish completely at the end of the initial rapid tear film alteration phase. The detected initial decrease of the SRI after blink related to the post-blink tear film motion. This initial pattern is characteristic of the majority of the normal population in spite of the post-blink alteration pattern of the topographical SAI or corneal aberrations. The SRI seems to be the most useful indirect topographical parameter of the tear film dynamics.